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1. The tectonic cycles
2. The paleo-climate changes
3. The periods of geodisaster activation 
4. The geodisaster at present 
5. The social problems
6.  Conclusions
The records of tectonic cycles
Angular unconformity: Folding-depression-uplifting
A cycle remained in orogenic zone
The tectonic cycles around China
Precambrian events
1--Platform 
Fuping movement (Late Ar )     















The Terrain of China
The Loess Plateau
The Chinese Loess Plateau
Monsoon wind
Loess deposits 




plateau is within 






































S0   S1   S5   L9   L15
Loess Stratigraphy
--A well continuous section and the marked beds  
Loess deposit——Crossing over river divisions A Standard loess section—Duanjiapo Section



































The deposit on the high land of the basins 
in the Loess Plateau in the early Quaternary















The deposit in the lake of the basins 























The deposit in the lake of the basins 
on the Loess Plateau in the early Quaternary
The basins on the Loess Plateau Between 250 and 178Ma River system on the Loess Plateau 
T1







The Loess deposit  on the river terrace
Lanzhou Yellow river terraces
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Baoji Weihe river terraces Bingxian Jinghe river terraces
Luochuan Luohe river terraces
Lantian Bahe river terraces
178-170Ma: Crust uprising, lakes extinguished, rivers with T6 
formed
Tectonic cycle 1
250-178Ma: On the erosive planation, lacustrine deposit in the 
lake and loess on the high platform
170-127Ma: Crust stable, river widen. T5 as river bed  




123-850Ma: Crust stable, river widen. T4 as river bed  
850-820Ma: Crust Uprising,  The T4 formed 



























Down cutting, Present river bed0-0.4
Ms
Side erosion, Flood beach0.4-1.0
L0Down cutting, T1 rising1.0-2.3
S0Side erosion, T1 widen2.3-12.0
L1Down cutting, T2 rising12.0-17.0
S1-S2Side erosion, T2 widen17.0-62.0
L2Down cutting, T3 rising62.0-66.0
S3-S6Side erosion, T3 widen66.0-82.0
L7Down cutting, T4rising82.0-85.0
S8-S9Side erosion, T4 widen85.0-123.0
L10Down cutting, T5 rising123.0-127.0
S21-S15Lakes outflow, rivers formed170.0-178.0






Relation of tectonic cycle and geo-disasters
Large landslides 
generally 
causes by side 
erosion and 
stable periods  
River
T1
Yintaishan landslide in Huangling
Landslides on the left side of Baxie River in Gansu Province
T2
RiverFlood beach  
T1
Landslides on the left side of Baxie River in Gansu Province





Landslides on the right side of 





Q3 Loess deposited 
after sliding




















DSDP 18O record 50 cycles
Loess/ 13C record 26 
cycles
The are well correlated
Climate change globally
In last interglaciation and last glaciation: Loess/ 13C/CO2 ; DSC18O/ 
Vostoc Ice core CO2 & Tare well correlated.
Climatic cycles
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Rivers were limited to a narrow 
and shallow valley.
Modern loess reflect a relative dry 
and cool climate.
Q4 Mordern loessQ4 Loam
The present geological disasters are mainly caused by human activities
Tectonically & climatically, present is not prefer for the geodisaster activation 
Modern erosion generally caused small collapse  




The houses in danger
A potential slide may cause by  the wasted living caves in loess.
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A new cutting site in danger
A mud flow filled the living caves down the slope 
by the road excavated loess.  
A potential mud flow by the excavated loess 
Landslides caused by tunnel excavation




WE MAKE ITWE KILL IT
WE HAVE IT
GDP Conclusions Disasters are socially built, they are the products of a 
misconception of development processes in developing 
countries.
As Sergio Mora point out: “ Around two thirds of the total 
damage could have been spared by using space (land, territory) 
more wisely, taking better care of the environment, and by 
offering more options to the chronic impoverishment of our 
populations.
So disaster risk management is more essential than 
technical mitigation.
Thank you 
for your attention!
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